Pediatric inflammatory bowel diseases: coming of age.
Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) comprise a heterogeneous group of distinct intestinal disorders. Here, we discuss the concept of childhood-onset IBD as separate disease forms within a larger multifactorial disease category. There are excellent epidemiological data indicating that the incidence of pediatric IBD, mainly Crohn's disease, is still increasing over the last decades, with indicators of more extensive and more severe disease presentations in children compared to adults, also reflected by higher levels of humoral immune responses. Recent genetic scans allowed to identify particular susceptibility genes for pediatric IBD forms, such as IL27 or probably DcR3. Early postnatal onset forms of IBD might reflect monogenetic causes, as suggested with the finding of IL10 signaling defects that may define a new form of IBD. There are good epidemiological, genetic and clinical data to distinguish different forms of IBD, particularly forms starting early in life. Profound insights in the molecular basis of immune dysregulation in IBD have been gained over the last few years. These recent discoveries will nourish and substantially stimulate the future search for precise cause(s) responsible for life-long intestinal inflammation and it will help to explain the still ongoing rise in incidence in childhood IBD.